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Uncle Sam Starts Looking For New
Site After Panama's Rejection
WASHINGTON. Dec. 23 (UP)Chairman Albert J. Engel, announced today he would ask his
House aubcommittee on Military
the
provide
Appropriations
to
Army with funds to survey new
canal sites in Central America as a
result of Panama's rejection of a
defense base agreement with the
U.S.
Fairthermore, the Michigan Republican said, until his subcommittee is assured that, the U.S. had the
bases necessary to defend the Panama Canal, he would oppose the expenditure of any funds for new
work in the Panama Canal Zone.
"And," he added. "I shall proceed with the idea in view of taking steps for a survey to find another canal site, where we can get
bases fur defense.
*' "In the event of a second canal,
I feel certain we would retain the
Panama Canal only on a standby
basis.. It is absoltilely inconceivable that the United 'States . should
have a canal it could not defend."
He said that, in the original
agreement providing for the canal
site. Panama granted the United
States the right to maintain defense
bases. But. Engel said, the late
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President Roosevelt gave up that
privilege "as a grand gesture." .
"Panama. therefore, is within its
legal rights to say no to us."
Engel said. 'taut we're 'in our legal
rights to go some place else te find
another canal."
He said there were at least three
or four prospective sites outside
Panama. He said he gutild bat
just where they were, but that he
thought some of them were in Nicaragua and in that part of Colombia that extends to the lethmus.
"This is solely a matter of defense and not a question of terriexpansion,"
Engel
torial
said.
"Since Panama has seen fit to bar
us from defense sites. I am against
spending another cent for improvements or new work in the
Canal Zone. I expect to .advocate
to my committee that it include in
the next civil funds appropriation
a bill for the Army money to make
surveys for new sites."
Engel said the canal was not only
important- to the United States, but
to every Latin American country
because it :provided the simplest
link between the East and West
coast of South and Central America.

Gary Cooper And
Jennifer Jones
Get Dubious Honor

Murray Leads At
Half, Weakens
To Lose By 46-43

HOLLYWOOD 'UPS--Lanky
Gary Cooper and sultry Jennifer
By DON BRUMBAUGH
Junes .were named as the "Least
Eastern Kentucky's Maroons put
Cooperative Film Stars of.1947" by
on a last period point-getting show
the
Hollywood
Women's Press
,and out lasted the Murray State
Club.
to come out on top
On the other hand, the lady Thoroughbred*
Of'
else KIAC bout 46-43: tact night
scribes ,picked Gregory Peck and
Joan Eontaine as the most coopera- at Carr Health Building on the
tive actor and actress, and will Murray campus.
Joe Fryz with 12 laoints and Goeaward them gold apples Tuesday
at a club luncheon,bel. Ritter with 11 were the high
The "uncooperative" players will point men for the/power-Ail Maroon five. Rex Alexander with 11,
be dared to show up.
Runners-up for "Least Coopera- Charlie Snow with 8. Johnny Reative" honors were Bing' Crosby, gan with 6 led the Racehorse paRonald Colman. Kathryn Hepburn rude.
and Ingrid Bergman, who mcesed.
"Long John" Padgett made his
up a couple of notches from last debut on the Murray floor for the
year when she. was voted most un- 1948 season and got the Breds off to
cooperative.
a good start getting a JIVTID shot
"Most Cooperative" runners-up wed a pair of free tosses to give
were Glenn Ford and Ronald Rea- Murray a 4-0 lead. Chuck Mrazogan among men and Loretta Young vich hit a free throw and Joe Feltz
June Haver and Dorothy Lamour a crip 'to start the tastern scoring.
among actresses. .
Rex Alexander dumped a set shot
1.•
for Murray and Paul Hicks a set
for Eastern as the score read 64
for Murray with 15 minutes. left to
Sent to Oas Ridge t.
Each pile can be operated by one
got in the half.
for which
Radioactive ma',
man, although a standby always is
THE ADORATION OF THE MAGI-Although this work
works of his Italian periOd. Van Ghent was a NetherAlexander dumped another set
present. The operator sits at a con- the scientists have no further use
by Joos van Ghent, who was active. in 1460-1480, was
landish painter who settled and worked in Italy, widely
shot for Murray f Unwed by a pair'
cantainers
are
lead
placed
and
in
trol panel much simpler than the
executed at a time when the'artist had been a free master
Influencing contemporaiy artists and Italian painters
of free throws by Goebel Ritter
visitor might expect It is equipped shipped to the Clinton laboratories
for several years, the awkwardly placed figures and their
of the following decade. (Courtesy of The Metropolitan
and Joe Fryz. Charlie Snow hit. a
with buttons, dials and red and at Oak Ridge,'Tenn., where there
odd poses are signs of immaturity that disappear in
free pitch as Goebel Ritter and
Museum of Art.)
Murray's la s: Stove Bowl game
are concrete facilities for, storing
green lights.
Fryz got anothar pair of charity
will be played in theeDouglass High
them until they become harmless.
tosses. Clift Cavender made a pivJust Pushes Buttons
stadium on -Christmas Day when
Few people understand what
ot shot from the sidelines as Hicks
To start the pile, the operator happens within the pile, but there
the high school teanl meets the
hit a pair of set shots for Eastern
pushes six buttons. That starts no longer is any secret about it
Alumni All Stars
to put the Maroons out in fleet
electric motors which pull from The fundamentals of the process
test year DoUgless High won tha.
13-12 with sever-1,1minutes left to
th pile long strips of cadmium. a are as simple to understand as putit football. play.
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL,STOCK- state championship
metal
captures
I ,
that
neutrons.. ting blocks together, or mute aptly.
The:. only defeat, was by Peral
YARDS.
'
Dec.
,I USDA,
.1
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The home in Murray having Shelby Hadden.
Ritter hit a jump shot for Eastern
When the strips or control rods are splitting them apart.
High of Nashvi..e. Tenn.
Livestock:
beautiful
the most
Christmas
Broad Street-Ginnoth Owen
'
inserted in the pile, no chain reThe Alumni Alt Stars will .out 4ind Herrold a set shat followed by
When an atom of uranium 235
BOWLING GREEN. KY.. Dee. decorations was picked last night
marsalable
13.000:
11.500;
Hugs.
Frau"
Street-Harry
Jenkins,
a hiV( t Shut be McGrath from the
action is possible because neutrons emits or throws off a neutron, the
,
weigh
Coach
Miller's Bulldogs
.
M 'UPI-Western State Teachers Aram .,the _31 entries an. the..acm. George Alan.
- ,slot to give Murray beck the lead
- ket active, amostly 25 to 50c higher about 10 pounds per man
emitted by uranium 236 are cap- stray neutron dr
may bit College toaay' was Tooking for.
in .the
average
Bulk
than
Meinday.
good
'
/te5t.
Sixth
a
Street-doe Baker, C. Ray.
sired in the strips.
Christmas Day battle. although
the nucleus of another uranium football coach, following the reand choice 180 to 300 lbs.; $28-211.25;
Seventh Street -Freed Cotham.
The judges, three new faculty
Douglass is considered by some to 16-Rliter hit a crip shot as the lead
When the rods are removed, 235 atom. When that happens, the signation
coact,
of .head
'highest
top
Oct.
$28.25
25,
since
Eleventh Street-Otos Valentine.
je
"
e members from the college.' said
have the fastest team in the West changed hands agein and Lough4
green lights opposite the controll- bombarded nucleus' splits. That is Thomas.
last'
for
weights
mostly
240
lbs
Twelfth Street-Henry Hargis.
ary dunked a crip to bring it back
, that the decoratiohs were unusualKentucky Conference
ing buttons flash to red, and the known as fission.
down.
Few
early
$27
School president Paul L. Garrett ly nice an dthat it was extreme75:
most
160
Thirteenth Street--Bud Sawell. a
The local squad will have three to Murray at 18-17 with five minpile begins to build, up power or
The bombarded nucleus in turn ammunced that Thomas resigned,
$26.75-27.50,
130
to
to
170
150
lbs..
Third Street - Peek' Skinner.
ly difficult le pick the winners.
all-State
"neutron intensity." With the aid throws off three rif its own neuiyers in the atarting utes left to play.
lbs.. $24-26.50: mostly.$2425 and
but that he woold continue as a The judges were completely im- colored,
The second half s.arted es the
line*
Obie
of other controls the operator can trons, which in turh may split member
McCuiston. 142 pound
up: 100 to 120 lbs pigs $21-24; •light
nt the. physical education partial, being from out of town,
:ast f,ea half had ended with the
center;
set the pile at whatever power lev- other nuclei, thus creating :a chain -ta/f.
Charles
Feaster.
145
pound
pigs .down ta $17 and below Bulk
and based their decision solely on
guard; and•Buster Skinner. Jr.. 176 lead charging hands eight times.
el he needs for the experiment at reaction:
THAT'S MARRIED . LIFE
' sow.. 450 lbs
down. $24-25 50:
Th•nnas• -tiece,ear has rea !sem merit.
Fryz tied up the ball game with a
hand.
•
Neuti-nns Ilarmiess
MADISON.
Wis UP -Two po- weight.; over 450 lbs '$g4.25-24 75. pound epd.
ant' I.
,said
ii
re. The winners eat the contest will
set shot at 23 all. Snow and AlexFans
will
see
Neutron,:
some
themselves
of
at
not
the
boys
Once the power level has been
nouneeinera wiauld be in,
-In be anneureed .... at 9:00 • o'clock lice officers, Ray Case and Donald ;Sows. $11.50-20.
in action for the last time with the ander hit charity tosses for Murconestablished,
operator
the
Harks, took a lot of joshing when
Carl dangerous. unless exposure
111111', hut- --ray irfter a coreCattle 4.600, salable 4.000: calves blue and
ray to bring the lead back to the
Chrtstma.- Eva. at 'the court house.
white.
iif
„
trent
stant.
I
held
in
Those
my
hand
switch the pile to automatic conplaying
they returned with their wises 1.100: all .salable
sae -teas 1. rrai I if the saw- square
Steers supply their last game
are: Buster Skinner Breds.
trol. It will operate itself, main- neutron beam owning from e
from deer hunting in northern light under 30.1oade three
eari •Ile ;Idabel , coach would
Mrafovich hit a crap to tie the
running and Wildia Cunningham.
A hat of the entries follows
seniors;
taining a consistent kilowatt power in the concrete wall. It didn't even be appetite-el in time to set up
Wisconsin this fall Their wives , medium to average good in flesh
so that people driving around the
and Wartutei• gara C. Roulette. game and Shemelya a free toss to
tickle.
rating, indefinitely.
each bagged 'a deer They got none. Market
-pring practice.
moderately
take the le/id-wear to the Eastern
active and and Leary WiI1i,
city to see the decorations will
neutrons.
With will not be
The
haiwever. can
We watched as the' cadmium
Thomas became coach twa years
with Menday.
steady
Several eligible for the
bench once again. Alexander hit
not miss any of the Mimes:
squad next year,
control rods were slid from the make many materials radnsictive. ago. avhen Western resumed footPAINESVILLE. 0
1UP0-it loads and las of good and top good
a free- pitch for Murray to again
Sharpe Street-E. S. Ferguson.
graphite pile. The only sound is the Such materials capture. the neu- Lill after the war. In the two
takes a fox to catch a fOX. said steers $29-30.50: medium to low
tie the ball game at 26-26. Ritter
•
Peplar Street -T. Sledd.
hum of the electric motors that trons and throw off in turn- gamma years, the :team won five games,
dumped in aa set shot an da foul to
Main Street-Mrs. Goldie Orr, Harry Ferguson. trapper Ferguson good kinds $23-26; heifers and mixmove the rods. -111e pile itself is and beta raye, which are danger- lost 10 and tied two.
uses fox gliinds to lure unsuspect- ed yearlings as well as COWS steady,
sive the lead back la Eastern. AlKarl Frazee, G. B. Scott.
ous.
Olent when operating.
exander hit a crip for Murray folOlive Street --J. H. ..Shackelford. ing foxes to his steel traps In 10 but cews lacking he briskness of
•
demonstration of this phe- In
Monday's trade. Medium to good
lowed by a set shot by Hicks. ReaMayielle Johnsonaa,Gene Tarry, days. Ferguson bagged 26 foxes
Makeshift Rod Works
nomenon, Dr. William- H. Zinn,
THAT'S PHILOSOPHY
heifers and mixed yearlings largeaim hit a pivot shot and Alexander
Jr Roy S. Farmer. Cal:), IlupdtirThe cadmium rods really are noted nuclear physicist and direccrip as Murray took over 32-31
ly,' $19-26: good cows. sparingly
ATLANTA. Ga. UP 1-A snowy- ant, Zelna Carter. Rev. Robert Jar8;LF-OURGERY FAILS
thin strips of cadmium mounted tor of the Argonne laborateries.
with' 13.mInutes len to play in the
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. (1.1P0 - 618-20: common and medium $19.50
on steel. One of them was nailed held a thin strip of silver, in the haired man didn't mind when the man, Mrs. Hattie Laura McConball game. Eastern put on a rally
Physicians sewed up a four .inch -17.50: canners and cutteta_11.215;
none too neatly to a long wooden path of .a neutron beam. Within judge gave him 20 days in the
with Shemelya -getting a free toss.
Chestnut Street--Sam Jones.
slash in Joseph Jemmy's- abdomen bulls firm: good beef bulls 121-21.two-by-four instead of to steel. three seconds the silver became stockade for crawling under a
Fryz a err'', and Eagle a crip and
Elm Street H. G Dunn. Harem after the sixty year aid man had 50; good sausage bulls $2021; choice
Scientists explained that "we built radioactive and turned `alp cad- house to sleep. "Make it 100 days
a free pitch. to - give Eastern a 37if veer want to." he said. "I got 410 We•st, E. C. Parker, R I. Meta operated on himself with a dirk to vealerk. $1 higher. top $35;'new all
the pile in a hurry, and the chunk mium.
32 lead..
time. high mad compares with $34
Pogue Outland. Bradburn Hale, cure a stomach ache.
of wood was right at hand." It
Zinn said gold could be made in place to go"
Alexander hit a free 'shot for
deal . on Dec. 18. last. • General
works eis well as the other rods, the pile, but it would be more ea
Murray followed by eafree pitch-by
market en scalers mostly steady
and never has been replaced. .,
pensive. than diegine it nio ef 1,
MEET
ME
at
'the
Varsity
Theatre
to $1 higher; good and choice $27Hicks. Padgett sank a charity toss
The heavy water pile generates ground.
Wednesday morning at 930 for a for Murray.
35; common and medium, $15-26.
Fryz and Eagle hit
heat equivalent to the amount put
rip-roarin'
good
time
at
the free crips for Eastern as Snow•and ReaSheep 2.000; all salable; receipts'
eut by 10 automobile engines-no
cartoon
show
for
kiddies.
Last night Jot
y Reagan breke
mostly trucked in wooled lambs
gan dumped free tosses tea? Murrsiy
more. The -uranium within the
- his third all-time record at Murand Eastern led 42-36 with five
and one. bunch of wooll.d yearlings.
piles does not "burn up" and we'
ray State when he walked to the
minutes eemaininga
Slaughter lambs 25 to 50 higher,
•
40 last indefinitely.
free throw line ter the first time
SiloW hit a set shot for Murray
with early sales good and choice
The piles originally were used a
Reagan topped the 189 free throws
as Fryz hit a crip for Eastern to
'wooled lambs 524.50-25 23.
Few
make the calculations necesser ,
tried record set at 1938 by Red Burkeep Eastern's six point leal. Snow
medium to gdod 21-24
for the construction of the big ph.
dette.
hit another ,set shot and Reagan a
tonium plant at Hanford. Wash
Earlier this year Reagan broke
At the regular D., ember meet- free pitch as the gap.closed toithree
NEW YORK. Dee, 19 'UM -They are too small to be used ditwo free throws made reeerd that
ing Monday night. December 22. points with eine minute and 45 sec.1 setly in the manufacture oratom- Americans heading into the firm!
was also held by Burdette Burthe Murray Woodmen of the World onds remaining. Shemelya hit a
flurry of Chirstmas shopping were
ic bombs.
dette still ha lds the games played
Camp elected the following of- crip tO sew up the game for EastNow, they. are. being used to pro- estimated today to be spending six
eralibut Reagan returned a crip to
record and Reagan stands at 75
ficers:
duce radioactive research materi- to 15 per cent more money than
CHICAGO. Dec 23 eUP)-Pro-1
games played new and could break
Duel Stalls, consul commander: close the gap to three points as the
als, for hirther studies in nuclear they did last year rend getting for 0
duce:
game encle..d.
that record early in the year.
physics, and for basic calculations fewer packages to pile under the
Poultry: 26 trucks; firm; hens 30: Ray Sinclair. advisor lieutenant;
fg ft fm pt tp
besides the .games played recBurman Parker, banker: W. B. Murray
on the problems of buffeting atomic nation's. Christmas trees.
Leghorn
hens 21:
White Rock
ord Regan still has two more All1 0 0 0 2
Moser. escort; Otto Swann, watch- Peeler
'power houses.
But the contents of those pack.
springs 40;.colored springs 38.
Alexaeder f
4 4 3 Q 11
Time marks to hit before he. Comman, Pinner Holland. sentry. '
Radioactiye materials are pro- ages will be melfro practical than ir
Cheese:
Twins 44 1-2-45 1-2;
.1 2 1 2 3
pletes his list. Beth the field goals
After the regular election a busi- Louehafy __ 7
duced simply by placing the mate- most recent years. New York de- ,
'single. daisies 441-2-48; Swiss 73-77.
Cavender
1 4 U. 0 2
ness session was held.
and total points records are held
rials within the pile, or by opening partment stores and national busiButter: 44.876 lbs; unsettled; 93
. 2 3 2'3 6
Refreehmeads were served at the Reagan g
by Willard Bagwell who hung hp
a hole in the concrete wall and ness organizations estimated.
score 84. 1-2; 92 score 84 1-2s. 90
McGrath
4 0 0 1
close of the meeting.
4
his duds in 1933 and has left his
allowing the material to be bomAlthough the season is by no
score 84 1.-e; 89 score 75 1-2. CarSnow f
1 2 '2 3 8
marks standing for 15 years.
barded by a beam of neutrons from means over and figures are incomlots: 90 score 84 1-2; 89 score 76 1-2.
H
ir
ro
ld
g
1 1 0 2 2
The six foot Redhead needs 119
within the pile.
Eggs: 17.493 cases: irregular; explete, all retail observers 'belkves
Padgett c
GINO** A QUICK i4AlliCalT
1 5 3 2 5
points to top the 936 points left by
Materials which can be made that denim receipts for the seasen
tras 1, 55a extras 2, 54; 3 and 4, 52Pearce
0 1 0 3 0
AND SHAVE ,IVE ONLYGOT
Bagwell after graduation. Bagwell
radioactive very quickly are intro- will be above last year. They ro•
53.; standards 1 and 2, 50-52: 3 and
1:
1
1-1012PING DAY
can it back and hold onto his field
duced into the pile by a device the tribute that solely to increased
4. 49-50; current receipts 48. dirties
1022 11 167
13
LEFT UNTIL a
. goal records for Reagan would have
scientists call a "rabbit," because prices, however, and many of ahem,
38, checks 37.
CHRISTMAS!
to average about 20 points a game
it works so fast. The "rabbit" is figure that considerably fewer inEe•tern Kentucky
fg ft fm pf tp
similar to the pneumatic tubes dividual sales than last year will ;
for the rest of the season to get the
MARKETS AT A GLANCE
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0 0 el 1
0
used in big department stores to have been rung up when the
101 needed to top Bagwell's 411.
By United Press
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4 2 1 3 9
send bills and small change to the Christmas buying season ends next I
Last year Reagan topped the perStock irregularly higher ir,mocliFryz f
5 3 2 2 12
a cashier's desk.
sonal fouls record set by. Jack
Wednesday.
erate trading.
I Mrazovich c
2 2 1 5 5
(
' Materials which must be left
Haines in 1945 when he passed the
Red Burdette
The high cost of living is patting
Benda irregular; U. S. GovernEagle ..
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\vithin. the pile for longer periods something' the receister "needed
144 mark.
and All-SIAA while playing with mentS did not trade:
rShemetva g
1 3 2 2 4
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'4 6 3 2 11
top of the pile.. They are usual, the stores believe.
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During
the
entire
process 111/111,
1
by several store", Ralos
and is playing his fourth year this years. Reagan has had the All'Silver unchanged in New York
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Half Time Score-Murray 23,
,he. operator Is protected from the nd televisitm sets are. doing their
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Eastern 21.
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1945
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Mid-West
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. gift item.
the pile.
John Reagan
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Douglas High To
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Judges Select Winners of Christmas
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39 -Cheat Late
40 - Hearing 01555
42 Heavenly bode
43 - The linden
44 -Part or floaet
46 Ibsen heroine
47 - Behold
43 Tli imering trig
50 -Tantalum ((nib i
51 -Pertaining to
the !tips
53 Settled in chato
55 School hoot
sit rewiter•

al:11(1111)
71 -King • nome
Stroked sill, nand
Azoldet
ivocer note
Removed eater

,. 5
6
It

Chemical
compound

1111n
un
s.
te
4
23
4 ‘
-- Lana Bab
211 Corn bread
27 Faiilier down
^event
Met
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L041-4
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I -Punei
2-Get
--Musicai lisle
4-Compute
-' 5-wrap lot hurls.
6-Rubber
7-Sheet,. 01 wood
6--Ssear
9-Cover
10-Mother
It -Kind or gm*
12-Card handler
17-803, adherent

4i2so,

re22

am"a
Ili

Letter To Editor 1

Il

.

r.
8m.

.

E-

4`' Ell
auu' 'A"Aillill

.
I.. 61 taika

... and a Happy and Prosperous New Year. May your

or
ir

-

Greetings and Best Wishes for a joyous Holiday Season

20 Stain shorn,
27-Italian muci(iric
24-Epic poem
26-Petitions
23-Female sheen
10-Poem
33-Lowest part oz
hOwve
34-Song bird
35-Pipe clearer
IS-Fold
37-Chrtstlan te•ttIr
IS-Fears
St -Priest garment
14-Departed
44-Confused
-1not,ation
49 -Meta lace.
52-Father
54-Tellurium isym7

Use our etassineu
ret the business.

Fcie, 1-- rarewed
and your fondest Hopes realized.
UP TO 20 MONTHS TO PAY

riteltaCttf,. LOAN CORPORATION
NEXT DOOR TO PEOPLES BANK
508 Main Street : Murray
PHONE 1180
M. C. ELLIS. Mgr.
•

,•••"

1111

We're sexton: this Yuletide ... We're
climbing to the belfry and ringing those

A
joyota, silver-toned bells till everyone of
•••
ow friends hears the peals of Merry

REFLECTION
OF CHRISTMAS
CHEER
:,rrile

Tre

Chrisrmar.aail a.Happy New Year!

On Santo's

WESTERN AUTO ASSOCIATE
STORE

face, the twinkle in his eye,
the
reflect

goodness

in

t-N

his melioN voice

the good wishes in our hearts 'for a
cheerily add our greetings

for each and every one of our friends.

• many in store for you.

W•.15on & Lawrence Used Cars

JOHNSON APPLIANCE COMPANY
—

1:7:9:
‘4
1
14-1.
-.'

-;
• •

"Your Frigidaire Dealer"

47-.71

reetin

•

FOR
'CHRISTMAS
AND
THE
NEW

SEA-SON'S
•

YEAR

May good cheer arid
cortentMent be yours
on this pious holiday.

4

Noble Farris Service
Station
p liont•
."Phill-up with Phillips"

MASON'S GROCERY

MURRAY, LIVESTOCK COMPANY

-•••••••••••••••••

.9

'1'
•it
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FOR SALE—Practically new Tap- BALDWIN—"Today's Great Pian- 1
pan gas stove; deluxe kitchen cab- no"—the choice of today's great
inet. 417 South ..Eighth Street
artista, Lifetime warranty. See,
USED SPINET PIANO BARGAINS Phone 625-J.
D23p hear 7nd play this fine instrument
—Taken in trade on the famous
at Feezle Piano Sales, 323 S. 7th STRAYED
1.i.ge
pointer
bird
Baldwin built Acrosonic—Feezle FOR SALE--Nice Grocery store at Street, Mayfield, Ky.
D24c dug, left side of face badly disPiano Sales, 323 South Seventh,' 412 South Second St., Mayfield.
figured, left eye out.
Reward.
. Mayfield. One block south of the New meat counter, scales. Price FOR SALE—Small kneehole desk, Ca;11 August Wilson at 842 or
D24c $3,300 or $3,400
D26p 36" wide. 18" deep, 30" high—Mrs. 283-W
Legion Theatre.
ltc
Norman Klapp, 633-J.
023c

of vegetables. 54.052 quarts of
fruit and 15.040 quarts of meat,
They also stored 4.221 bushels of
root vegetables. The use of freezer

Bath Homemakers
Lost and Found] Can Food Supply

For Sale

'BALDWIN PIANOS—Just 'arrived.
shipment new 1948 Acrosonic spinnets by Baldwin. Many styles to
choose from. -Convenient terms. DON'T FORGET our Auto Auction
It pays to buy the best — Feezle Sale every Saturday beginning at
Piano Sales, 323 South Seventh 10:30, rain or shine. $2.00 if they
St., Mayfield.
D24c don't sell, $10.00 if they do sell.
Anybody can sell ... anybody can
FOR SALE—Coolerator refrigera- buy—Main Street Car Exchange
tors, 7 314 cubic feet capacity. Lim- and Auction Co. Hopkirisville
ited number for immediate deliv- Ky.
tf
D23c
ery—Crass Furniture Co.
NOTICE—Hopse wiring. Immediate
FOR SALE — Gt;iad clean 1939
Apservice.
Inquire General
Dodge pickup truck. For informapliance Shop, Third and Walnut.
tion contact Clifton Parker. 4
Night 1186-X-M.
Phone 1035.
miles East of Murray.
D24p
Edwin Greenfield.
D26p

Notices

Before you buy my Range
COME IN AND LET US GIVE YOU A COMPLETE
DEMONSTRATION OF THE FAMOUS

(
4..

You will Use with your
Dew range a long time
-so we suggest you
shop and compare. See
the Tappan! There's a
wealth of conveniences
COME IN—
to make your kitchen
hours easier-more enjoyable. Famous
OILIOATION
NO
for its beauty, your new Tappan
will be the envy of i."Ortendg• - -OF

coma

AIRLENE

PAGE THREE

GAS COMPANY, Inc.

Phone 1177

105 North fourth Street

HOWARD JONES, District Manager

FOR SALE—Royal Vacuum Cleaner Good as new, with attachments.
CARD OF THANKS
We take this opportunity of ex$39 50—L. C. Robinson, 509 Poplar.
D26c pressing our thanks to our many
friends who offered words of consolation, cards of sympathy, floral
I
Services Offered
offerings, who helped in the choir,
might have
ELECTRIC MOTOR, repair and re- and everyone that
building, quick service—Sam Pil- helped in, any way in our recent
low, phone 18 or 12b5-M, Paris, tragedy and sorrow in the death of
Tenn.
MTW tf our wife and mother, Chelsie
Downs. Again we thank you and
may God bless you.
W. T. Downs and Families.
—1
room
4
COUPLE desires 3 or
Hawley Bucy, Detroit, was in
downstairs- furnished or unfurnMurray the past week-end on busiished apartment with bath or
ness, and visited in the home of
small house close in. Dept A BoX,
D24p his parents; Mr. and Mrs. Charles
32.
Huey.. and other relatives

lockers has increased' considerably, noted Home Agent Loraine
H. Dicken, 11.784 pounds of meat
and 967 packages of fruit and
vegetables having been stored.

Despite rising costs of food,
Bath county homemakers intend Phonograph Records
that their families be well fed
In the United States alone th,
during the coming winter, and to LESS THAN HALF.
'are 50 different kinds of
that end have canned 90.127 quarts 24 Popular Hit Tunes of the day by
leading recording artists. Featur- peckers.
ing such Majestic Artists as Eddy
Howard, Morton Downey, Jack
PAY THIS WEEK Smith, Slim Gaillord. Korn Kobbiers, Bradley _Kincaid and manyti
25c others.
Heavy Hens
($10.50 Value — Now $4.00)
15c
Leghorns
12c Your choice-12 Records Each
Cox
Album
15c No. 1 Album—Popular
Ducks
45c No. 2 Album—Hillbilly Music
Eggs
Music
No. 3 Album—Race Music
Residence Phone 1034
No. 4 Album—Combination of Nos.
Prices Subject to Change
1, 2 and 3
Without Notice
Send 0.00 for any album (12 records) or pay postman COD. RECORD SALES COMPANY, Normal
Phone 441P 0 Box No. 88. Memphis, Tenn.
South 13th St.

LOOK!
WILL

LOOK!

Boggess Produce Co.

VARSITY

TODAY
and Wednesday

'Ms the night before CHRISTMAS

everything is jumpivig
all over our house!

and

Wanted

SPECIAL MATCH!
TAG TEAM
•
Paris, Tennessee
December 23-47
•

0•\

City Auditorium, 8:30 P. M.

Ns

Thursday
It!
Friday
(.44,

04I04440rifdra•mat pr•t•n

GEORGE RAFT \
GEORGE BRENT
RANDOLPH SCOTT
JOAN BLONDELL

,
I
"

AO°

VIRGINIA HELD • DOLORES MORAN
AN HARDING

From the
story
'Ebb T.d.
ay ROIIERT tOUIS
StIEVFNiON
and Ooyd &borne

ierwows

1s4

•
Two 30-minute preliminaries
All one fall
Eye

•

John
Joe Sawyer
Crouglas Dernballe
Nona lioey
Wolfer Sonde
Konstonhe Shorn'

MAIN EVENT
2 out of 3 falls—One hour
time limit
•
Roy Welch and Jack Welch
vs.
Bad Boy Brouen
and
Gayle "Red" Byrd

4r1114.
Di7
514/iti)"

Re
)
l.rneanid
c,i,DKoinin
: by

RORY CALHOUN
RHONDA FLEMING • PAUL KELLY
SPECIAL ADDED FUN!
Walt Disney Cartoon

ADDED
The Most Sensational Cartoon
"
The

NIGHT

"
BEFORE CHRISTMAS

"MAIL

•
•,
Tears of Joy Now'

NANCY
I'VE GOT
THE
BLUES
TODAY

WHY DON'T YOU
GO UPSTAIRS
AND HAVE A
GOOD CRY ?

VARSITY

DOG
"

By Ernie Bushmiller

BOO-HOO
BAW-W}

BOO - HOO
BAW-W

"N
W. H. Broach Grain Co.

Residence I

- Office 475

I...M.
'
C.P. .14
Soy to i Po OOP
nyl.• .•••..•

ABBIE an' SLATS

5

NOTICE

By Raeburn Van Buren

Aunt Abbie Has Plans

CRABTREE CORNERS
COURIER anDF_CEMBER
23,1;47

i

YOu'RE NOT COING
11.4 Vs+ITH THE 'AUNT AS94E'
i2t-IC7W! NOT AFTER WHAT
HA.PPENEW YO'U
HAVEN'T TH' NERVE.

— WA6 RESFCN-5113LE
FOR NEARLY KILLING
HALF THE KIDS IN
MY TOWN?

CRABTREE CORNER6'
NIGHT OF HORROR
BY"snexies; NEW
CAUSE!,
BREAKFAST FOOD,
EXPERTS FIND!
CRABTREE CHILDREN
THI5
STRICKEN BY AN
MOQIN I NG
AGONIZING
GURVIVED
ONE
ATTACK OF FOOC,
OF THE MOST
POISONING,
TERRIFYING
CAUSED, EY.PEIZT-5 HAVE
EXPERIENCES IN MHE
DISCOVERED, BY
HISTORY OF THIS
COMBREAKFAST FOOD INTRODUCMUNITY...
ED LOCALLY
PRACTICALLY EVERY
YESTERDAY
AFTER A
YOUNGGYEQ IN TOWN
HIGH-PRESSURE
WA5
RADIO BUILDUP

WE WILL BE CLOSED ON

DECEMBER 25 AND 26

6,UfZE

HAVE
9.71N!

12-2
AND WILL

BE OPEN FOR BUSINESS
LI'L ABNER

By Al Capp

The Wail of the Lonesome Porcupine ! !

AGAIN
SOLD THIS LAND T'D-1' RAILROAD —
THEY WARNED ME TH'DYNAMITE '.It.
SET T'GO OFF IN A WEEK rr
-AH F1GGERED AHD GIT
A COUPLE 0'EXTRY
ct[Ft')
BuT TNEY
DOWSLE-CROSSED
ML,,

SATURDAY

DECEMBER 27

THET CR0OK.7—SI-SAVED
rtio-i HAI!)
AN GUARANTEED IT'D BE Se)COTH AS A
BILLIARD BALL FO' A MONTH!!
'TAINT MORNIN YET —
AN'
LOOP"

isr„,14?
53

COPY

FADED

Po4s 141

e p./.
4

•

•

rAc.r. FOUR

THE LEDGER

Society ... Personals
Phone 374-M

".Edi

. Jo

Women's. Missionary
Union Meets
Evening
.illesdaY
e

Coldwater W.S.C.S.
Meets •Saturday

-The ---Vereesoo-t-S..o.o_Ooo
•. r
t
tian Service ul,•:
The 'Woman's Missionary Union
: .
Corner Boptist Charon
f C1::I
'
•
Veva
..
,.hs
noon. Decemher 20.
Tuesday afternoon of (ha
met
"
ti.e' society
Turner. presidt t
mist week in the home of Mrs
The .
presiding
regular
Ch.,: les Airco for, their
scr
'
Silent Nigh:
monthly business meeting, and proC..p• '..
ttoolo, doo
thole study Vial: given by
„„d roam
ince of Lot. t. •r-r
G Shelton taken from
Mrs
M., Fro, le.!
prasor
Col 1:24-2ff
tht
Aft( r 0.•
Topic for "he month is "Chato
foll.
Christmas
Servo:, '
for
Hoc( It too
.
re ,s-urio at :typo. 'au
ilOO-e'atertO-Nee
,
w„.m.
times throughout thiloprograin.
F..r a Rol< I
. lootte Shirk y Lou, ft< toyearorld
F
f. •
Divine C
r of Mr and Mrs Normal.
NI
GtN't• N'oils. O.
Manloo of Cuoxepper. sang "Away lo
Bible stads.
R..% di I' ger .
Acts was tronO
Others on prpgrarn were MesBlarkenserr
oroo° w.o. Mrs • dames Lon Outland, Norman CulThe rs •
reroer. Toy Garoson, Charles Bucy
`s.
N
Vive
.OS Mrs Estel Ezell
A Chostmas tree was enjoyee
z.. Fo..1
The olbotess
excOariged
tho mem/O.i •
Rs I .•
'
n
.roi Mrs Harry Wriest „r
Michael Wells, Metro.
guests .of Mr,
%meek-end 'Oro:SO- parer.'.- Dr ind Mrs 0
s S
•.

THE /VFW
10OVER

Hoover Ch.4r.t:, l'ecod'el

son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. West
of Hazel.
Miss Routt was graduated from
the University of Kentucky and is
now a State Child Welfare Worker
in Paducah. Mr. West, who served
The Christmas meeting °-f the three years itothe Navy, is a gradEastside Homemakers Club .was uate of Toler's Business College in
held in the home of Mrs. Joe Har- Paris, Tennessee. He also attendgo last Thursday.
ed Berea College, the University
The morning session open-of with
aoup sinimr- and the devotionoto
was given by Mrs. Rupert Lasiiter. Roll call was answered by
obtelling the Christmas tradition tk.
served in your own home.
Mrs. J. D. Wall, chairman, probusiness session.
sided over the
Committee reports were given. The
club voted to send Christmas cards
to shut-ins. Each member brought
,
ili
:
fruit for a cheer basket, astr
ei.startle to. _
woo. voted_o
St Sm
Mart Shipley. a former Homemaker, wfio is a shut-in at this

Mrs. Hargis Hostess
At Christmas Party
For Homemakers

IA RICH GIRL
RY MARGARCTTA BRUCKIR

When Michele iMIckey) Ryan. Would they believe alien a story?
eels Wouldn't they think It highly =rich Detroit society girl,
w- probable that she would dive a 781Peter Standish. poor yam
Ver. he thinks she's a working uable watch to a girl who was drtually a stranger" U they leaf-nes
hates
he
he
sass
Kiri an4. when
the rich, she hides her identity, all the circumstances. woulOnl
sa)ing her name is Mickey they suspect she had killed Lottle
Brooks. Later, he proposes and out of jealousy over Peter's Interest
she accepts him. Deciding really in the girl?
She raised her head and looked
to become a working girl. she
leaves the home of a wealthy at Rosamond.
"You think, then. that I should
aunt, giving her aunt the impression that she has gone to Vir- go home and lie-that I should preI've been away and say nothtend
Rosaginio. She and a friend.
mond Wilson. start training foe lng about my masquerade
oar jobs. Meanwhile. Peter has Mickey Brooks?"
"What else?'
enlisted in the Army. Before he
'But suppose the police, who
goes All ay. he asks Mickey to help
by now that a Mickey
a shabby girl named Lottie Mc- must know
Mees. Hunter Love invited the
Lottte McDonald "
Donald to get in touch with.Mich- Brooks called on
club to her home for an. all-day
trace Mickev
ele Ri an. saying that Leine needs -suppose they
At this
work meeting Jan. 15.
building? If they
money and that girls like Michele Brooks to this
you, what will you ten
meeting patterns will be altered,
owe something to those less for- question
garments cut and basted. tunote. Mickey is disturbed by them?"
"I shall say that you were a girl
A covered dish luncheon was
his interest In Lottie bat. accomto
wanted
oho
meet
to
panied by lioatnond. she goes to I happened
served at noon The afternoon sesnt
war-pla
a
for
trariung
the
take
see her, learns that the girl is exwith-- singing
sion was opened
shall say you decided to leave
Pestling a baby, and gives her Job. I
I never inquired
Christmas carols and the recreaand
quite
suddenly
Rosamond
Later.
some money.
lived before. They will
tional leader. Mrs. Rupert Lassiinsists that there was a man hid- where you
to find out.. but certainly will
ter directed several games and
lag in the closet. When Lotto be- try
U
shore
the
on
you
for
look
never
again
contests. Gifts from a brilliantly
comes ill, Mickey visits her
become
and
home
back
go
.vou
wrist
valuable
and gives her a
lighted Christmas tree were exagam, everything
watch. That night. Lotter is mur- Michele Ryan
chonged by members.
LII right. Your aunt will get
dered_ The watch 6 seized as a will be
Mrs. Curtis Hayes, major project
in touch with rter lawyers and they
Cil1P. The next evening. Mickey
will pull wires to get the police off
leader, rave the lesson on neckand Rosamond read in toe paper
your trail. money can do anything." lines and collarso.
that the police are believed to
"Even clear Michele Ryan of a
Mrs. Hayes stressed that the
hove traced the watch to a sodmurder charge?"
neckline to a dress should be se"Don't be silly! It will never come
leeted with care and with the mar- ,
to that." Rosamond paused. then
et) girLCH/OPTER XXII
pose of enhancing the face. Va" My guess is that
said thoughtfully.
HE two girls finally reached Lottie McDonald's rnurder was a
rious types of collars and jobots
home. As they were mount- man's Job."
• '
were cut and exhibited.
Mickey's face -brightened. "You
trig the stairs to the. apartment.
The next regular meettng will
remembering the nian's glove
are
ringbe in the home of Mrs. Curtis
they heard the telephone
you saw under your chair the evenHayes, January 21.
ing,
ing you went with me to see LotThe following members were,
Rosamond ran ahead to answer toes.
Rosamond nodded. "Yes-I still
present:
it. She was just putting it down as
in
hiding
man
a
think there was
Mickey entered the apartment.
!Mesdames Wildy Cope, Rupert
"That was your Aunt Henrietta. her Cloaet that evening Perhaps it
Love, Eugene
Lassiter, Hunter
However
her.
killed
who
to
wire
your
he
a
was
sent
"She
She said.
Shipley. Clifford 'Smith. J. D.
of
Virginia friend's home ordennit whoever did it, It's no concern
Prentille OverbeY, Curtis
you to come home at once. She yours or mine. You and I are going
Hayes, Samuel Adams, Pat Hacwouldn't tell me why. Just said she to snow nothing at all about true
kett and the hostess.- -,
had sent the wire but had received affair unless we're forced to talk
no answer and wondered whether The only thing for you to do is Le
•
she had sent it to the right address, go home and pretend that the past
happened."
I told her I'd see if I had the ad- few weeks never
5uppose you're nat." said
dem,and call her back."
"What shall I do"asked Mickey Mickey.
She sank down on the day bed
and pushed her hat back from her UoWEVERo she wondered how
a A she could forget ancLerase the
aching head.
go
_Mr and Mrs. Lee 0. Routt of
"Go home." Rosamond said past fe w weeks.. How could she
briskly. -Tell your aunt that you back and becbr0000gain Mtchele
tiOdeerville ahnounce the engagecame straight back without wait- Ryan the alamorff girl' Michele
meet of their daughter, Miss Edyth
mg to answer her wire. Tell her you Ryon. who gave no thought to any- Inca Routt
Paducah, to MO Caltlew-tell her anything. I have • thine but tor own narrow utterWest of Evansville. Ind
sir
hunch the police have been to tier ests? In a few weeks, she had founo
to make inquiries about that watch !mother world-a totally different
That's probably why she sent for world. A world where people
. and grew weary and still
orked
i
wantu
you."'
4
a steadfast gal.
"But what shall I say If the police worked on o
•
question me"
Now because of a twist of fate
"Stick to the story that you've
nac
she
what
been out of town and have just re- she had to abandon
found leave behind this new life
turned."
"Suppose they find out that I'm and return to the old one. Not se
much to protect nerself as to coo"
tyir.g,
fboiamond frowned. -What else tect others. Aunt Henrietta she
them
told
'was old. could not survive the shoes
Pgsl YOU
_co,..ipli_cto7
=Met
the truth'? Suppose you aid them of a-niece laeed 'with
you've been living here under an charge. And there was Rosamonc
assumed name? Wouldn't that to consider It would not be right tc
raise themosuspicions? Do you think stay longer in Rosamond's home
they•wOuld believe your store that and take the chance of involonc.
you carried on this masquerade tier in this uelv situation.
lust to.prove that you could carts
Nevertheloss Mickei was torn to
your own living'"
a desire to cling to ner new world
It?"
believe
"Whv shouldn't they
Finally she sam -Tonight I m
asked Mickey.
too tired to think straigr.t. If You
-Because they wouldn't be r ble will
..11 let me stay here tonight-"
girl
inrno-,
Reosianyntohnenme
llesoaindom
to underoand why a rich
wdi,
ou o
•clo
her lux__
would_dehberatelv give up
Ing
thine
only
the
ease."
of
ones and life
relieved tone. 'It's
to do After all. you couldn't go or
ICKEY sat forward and buried oretenclina "No" said Mickey but 1 wish I
her face in her hands If only
she could think this threuen clear- could go on being Mickey Brooks
ly' It was all so confused' Was for lust a' little while longer
Rosamond right" If she told the until my -name becom• s sornethine
police the truth, would they be else."
"You mean until it becomes Mrs
skepttrai and suspicious'
You eouldn't carry a noble Pur- Peter Standish?"
"Yes"
pose like a banner for every one to
Rosamond was silent a moment
see. 'Poi coill'oret be•sure that ethers would urid rstand your motive-5 ncr browS drawn Logethoe in a
us_stealina furtively away from frown
Then .-he said slowly. "See here
*your home at night. Although you
in
titourrc
tpe
mieht long - to be a Poor girl-to
-that
totoo-nbou
ci
back
mayn
Drove so o:oelf wor'hy of the man nas
WI would believe that be he who killed Lottae McDonald?'
V. ri lover:
Soo were sineere'
'To be continued)
Ad oippose she cor.fesoeci to the
seetai
police that,. she had called =On irn, characters 171 7P12)
fictitious)
reo•re S.1,13'.roOd and toren tier the
t;•••r.eht 1542, oy Urairtere• Pubashing Oi.
att.!) 'imply to ri-!r) net

Betrothal Announced
With Plans Made For
January Wedding

New 4
27."

S69.95

Model 28

TIMES. MURRAY, KENTUCKY

College
Calendar -

of North Carolina and was graduated from the University of Kentucky.
The wedding is planned at 4:30 January 5, .ind 6, Monday, and
o'clock, the afternoon of January
Tuesday -Registration.
9 in the Calvary Baptist Church of January 7. Wednesday -- Chapel,
Kentucky.
Lexington,
Speaker. Rev. George Bell.
• • •
Basketball ganie with Mem.
phis State, here, 8:00 p.m.
Read Ledger O: Time Classifies. I
.
o

T

Convz....ts instantly, with a simple push of
thE hci., fro.--.1 a rug cleaner ic easy-to-use
cleaner 'for draperies, upholstery, lamp
shades, bore floors and linoleum.

Come in

TUESDAY, DECEM1RER 23, 1947

May your Christmas lItay be gay., .111,1 many thc
gifts that come :out way. And as the New: Year
follows thro g we wish you joy and warm
friendships too.

H. E. JENKINS, Plumbing and Heating

7

M

Johnson Appliance Co.
Fridairc Dealer"

-""14.
•
)

••••
7111.•

•

)liver Family To
Re-Unite For N mas

eiloo

easolcs
)rettinas

r

T-

vue

c e

IRA

BLUE BIRD CAFE

Year.

ite

r eve virermair.csesnevirsvirleicirivralrovigirogvigivigal
A
A
A

A

A

us for a, photograph of the
Children under the Christmas
Tree
or that Family Reunion
o,n
.
ri4firlas Day

Call

5.

prosperuus New

/

A

out

Christma.,-..1 bright and

I

r

:Orra,
I • o e. O. te•-the fir.: time in 32
•n of the
,
11
' living ,h11,
-•
tovetro 1 at

GREETINGS
io •

a

'

Mr. Nettie oleo
Mr. 0 (' W.
•

"so

•
wishes for

• •••"

2-

It t

.r
2

B

Loves Studio
503 Popliir

Phone 92-J

4

We wish yrieu

A

good at Christmas time

everything

and ihrough

A

A

the

A
A
A
A

minute ring.with fun
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Twelfth Street
Meets At Club
House Saturday,

a

. .„ . . . ).,1. .1. r.- . . . _
,
4

4

•

Fifty persons enjoyed the event
with prizes going to Mrs. Margfel Berry, high; Mrs. Jack Sharborough, second; Mrs. E. J. Beale,
low.
Christmas carols were played
while the hoilesses served delightful refreshments, which carried
out the seasons motif.

Mrs. 011ie Brown ettertained
the Twelveth street Club with a
Christmas party at the club house
Saturday evening,at 7;00 oclock.
following a delicious dinner
which was served beiffet style
from the beautifully decorated
table, games were played. The
group sang Christmas carols and
was accompanied by Mrs. Veseer
Orr at the piano.
Little Susan Graham, daughter
Those enjoying the courtesies
of the hostess were Mr. and Mrs. of Mr. dnd Mrs. Gene Graham,
Urban Starks, Mr. and Mrs. Vester
Orr, granddaughter, Sharon Baden,
Junior Orr, Mr. and Mrs. B. F.
Stagner and daughter Martha Jean,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Miller, Mr.
and Mrs. Jay L. Miller,.Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Hargis and Joyce,
Mrs. Lannie Hargis, Mrs. Ruth
Giles, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Rudolph,
Billy Rudolph, Mr. and Mrs. Dewitt Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Paschall
Oest, Mr. and Mrs. Davy Hopkins and Mary Alice, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs.
Gins Valentine and Buddy, Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis Starks, Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Starks, Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Knight. little Sammy and
Tommy starks. Donald Starks and
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Brown.

Miss Susan Graham
Given Welcome Home
Party By -Friends

PAGE FIVE
%%lig has been a patent in the
Those present were: The HonKosiar Hospital tor crippled child- oree, Mrs. Don Brumbaugh arid
ren was welcomed home last week. Earnie. Mrs. Bobbie Orogan and
Little Misses Mary Kay and Susan ' Gary, Mrs. James Cooper and
Syndergaard. daughters of Mr. and- Jimmy. Mrs John Fetterman, Mrs.
Mrs. Rex Syndergaard, intertained Carman Graham, Mrs. Gene Graham. Mrs. Syndergaard.
with a welcome home party.
Mary Kay and Susan presented
the honbree with a corsage of
sweetheart roses after winch she
received many lovely gifts from
the guests.

SERVICE RENDERED

MADISON,

Wis.

(1.113)—Mrs.

Sandra Hendry got plenty of attention when-she fell down a flight
of stairs in a resurant and broke
her leg. Mrs. Hendra landed in
front of the table where the board
of trustees, head nurse and superMr. and Mrs. Otto Swann. of intendent of a nearby hospital
Mar ray ittendiRi the Lax-Weir were- having lonch. wedding and reception at Paducah,
Monday evening,
December 22.
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
•

Surprise Parry Is
Held For W.G. Swann
. ---

• 4

-

•
4
4
4.
•

hearts are filled with song andisappisese
on this glo
s slay when lie was horn. Ainky

:

4
,

Oar

the coining year be a goud one for all.

Mrs. W. G. Swann and Mr. and
Mrs. H. T. Waldrop entertained
with a surprise birthday party at
Hearthstone,. home of the latter.
December 16th in honor of W. G.
Swann.
Covers were laid for the following intimate friends of the honaree who received many handsome gifth. Mr. and Mrs. W. G.
Swann, Mr. and Mrs. A. P.
Bonner. Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Jones, Mr and Mrs. Dick Winebarger. Mr and Mrs. Nat Ryan
Hughes. Mr. and Mrs. Wells Overby. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Holcomb.
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Waldrop and
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hat), of Paris.
Tenn.

Xmas Bridge Party
Held At Club House
With Fifty Present

FIRESTONE HOME and AUTO SUPPLIES

The beautifully decorated club
house was the setting Wednesday
afternoon at 2:00 o'clock when
Mesdames Freed Cotham. Johnny
Parker and L. R. Yates entertained
with a Christmas dessert .isridge
party.

We wish you all the ioys of the Christmas season
May the Good Cheer

and a very happy New Year too!

and Peate of Chris(mat be with you on

MURRAY LUMBER COMPANY

this day and always.

'
41

Telephone 64

Wilkerson & Dunn
Barber Shop

E. Main St.

WITH EMV HtlIl
,a406

#rng

All that makes for a merry, merry Christmas. . the voices
of carol.ungers -filling the air,, the bells pealing melodi-

.j
•

0.0
ously, the holly wreaths hanging in the windows...all

(
e
k- CC'
\.-

0

AT

these things plus joy and happiness in you'r heart_we
sincerely hope is yours on this glorious holiday.

'•

Ire think of our friends with deep °fleelion and acish for them the very Merriest

Ryan Milk Company

of Yuletide celebration and a New Year
filled with good health and contentment.
•

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY
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Y.enkucky Ilekke's News
.. The W
—tian 'Ser.
M,thodkl
noon De,
Tamer,
pl.
tt.
le •

f

't !: the birth of our Saviour
Luke 2:g: "And there were in the a few days visit with friends of
th. Yet, rsey community.
tstimeStItIMA'ritS
the field, ketepine, watch over tilt
Oh yl-e-s, just he,rd some news!
I flock by itight.
Thanks to you, Mr. T. Beale for the
V, 9 "And lo, the angel of the nice comment you iriade about roy
•id came upon them and the letter and Kentucky Belle hopes
glory of the Lord shone round you will continue tolgetta kick out
:,bout them: and they wete sore of flier letters each week.
Miss Elois Bucy, who spent the
I afraid..
!v
thy angel said unto past few weeks with her brother,
'hem, fear not: Everett Bucy and Mrs. Bucy of
EVonsville, Ind.. returned home
behold.':
**
r
bring you - good Tuesday morning to Buchanan,
:!llings of • great Tenn., Route- 1. 'Her brother, Evwhich shall erette Bucy came with her and
,e to all people.' they both spent Monday night with
V. 11 For un- his wife's- parents. Mr. and Mrs.
to you ,is born J. C. Simmons of North Thirteenth
this day, in the street. Mr. Bucy left Wednesday
,L.'ity of David a morning for his home at EvansSaviour, which is ville kid.
Christ the Lord°.
Edd Simmons of DeWitt. Ark.,
V. 12 And this shall be a sign was Monday guest of his brother,
unto you: ye shall find the babe J. C'. Simmons. North Thirteenth
wrapped in swaddling clothes lying street.
in a manger.
A tiny baby girl was born to
V. 13 And suddenly there was Mr. and Mrs. Robert Allen Decemluith the angel a multitude of the ber 13. at the Murray Hospital. The
heavenly host, praising Got and little Miss is in the incubator and
I saying:
now weights over 3 pounds and is
/. 14 "Glory to
in the high- doing nicely at this writing_
est, rid -on earth peace. good will
Mrs. Mary. Carr was in Memn,w,4rd men."
phis, Tenn., Tuesday on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Ofir.,are the
Miss Minnie Adams and Mrs.
proud parents of a new baby•bbY Rubie Noyes were shoppers in Paborn this week at their home on ducah last week.
North Thirteenth street.
Miss Parline Bolen. who has a
! Employees of Murray Manufac- position with the Superior Launturing,Co. reported a rear nice time dry,sand Curt Willoughby were
at their annual Christmas party. married December 11 at Corinth,
One special event was the string Miss. They are now making their
band which -put on a good show. home on theiBenton highway. Ken-. Another was the clown act. All tucky Belle wishes for this couple
participants did well. The pro- good health, good luck and many
ram was followed by Santa Claus happy years to come.
-! coming down the chimay. Nuts.
We were sorry to learn of the
candy, rubber balls and funny- illness of Mrs. Ervin Watford. We
, beoks and fruit were handed out wish for her a speedy recovery.
' to the children by Santa. Th,y
Tommy Doran: son of Mr. and
had a beautiful Christmas tree Mrs. Tip Doran,-as confined to his
which u.is enjoyed by all, even to bed with illness.
ntucky
Oh me folks! the Workmans and
Mks Bernice Wilson of North Lewis' on North Thirteenth have
Thirteenth street l!•ft Tuesdny for their Christmas trees up ready for
St. Nick. I do hope he'll be around
in a big way.
We were indeed sorry to learnof the death of Dr. J. B. Love which
occurred Sunday afternoon at a
hospital in Martin, Tenn. His home
was in Puryear, Tenn.
•Yes. Ole Maid, I know, you are
slow but sure. That letter got here
but you doubt it. Let's know things
before we doubt them. You say
love thine enemies but it's a bitter

pill. It's no bitter pill (Or me! Only Maid.
correspondent
gerand iiniesto the good old LedDear Editor, Kentucky Belle!
pray for' enemies and good deeds
for them. I'm like the little boy looks forward to the New Year and ,all froiria- -Kentucky Belle.
"I love eiserybody". Bye, Ole hopes to be able _to cuntinue as a

th
'cl
'ca

in

Aft.
Mt t•
W:d tieii
Fix a Ft.,
Divine C
-Give Ya
Bible sit
Acts via;
Blankens
The ra
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The warm glow of Yuletide candles expresses our
• feelings for all of our friends on
411-

this glorious holidat.

pod

C!
l<

May your CA ristmas Day be gay, and many the
gifts that cone worur was. And as the New Year
follows throu.ch, we wish you joy and warm
friendships too.,

k-4/

BILLINGTON.JONES MOTOR 'COMPANY
•

(•,‘,„
MURRAY GAS and APPLIANCE CO.
1,

1 2 1;2 W

Main.Street

MEI

•

PARKER SEED COMPANY

We.express to you Yuletide wishes as bright and
gay as the ligtes on your Christmas tree. And a
y happy New Year, too.

H. B. BAILEY, Jeweler

_

•

•
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,•••••••
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Today's Sports Parade
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer

•-aren't pulling any punches.
NEW YORK, Dec. 22.--11.1P)—We
Take, for instance, this•QIYMpie
get right - into the thiek -of the ististriess. "TheY`iie supposed to have
peace and good will business today something going there wbich is
--just about the time everything idealistically devoted to the proseems to be going to pieces will- motion of international good will
and friendship. At the moment it
ingly.
has all the makings of a Kentucky
Harmony and good fellowship
Yeud.
this Yuletide seems devoted exThe A.A.U. is in,a, slow burn beclusivelyt to Christmas cards. Because the Swiss Olympic Committhe boys in the sports ratiet tee
recognized the team of this

country's Amateur Hockey Association. Either the A.H.A. gets the
boot or we withdraw all of our
winter sports teams. the AAU insists. They'd do it. too, just to•uphold .theie monopolistic Prestige:
Indicating that these Olympic
games aren't going to be much
difference than those of the past—
where everybody is ready, -willing
and sometimes able to take a
punch at the next guy-,-the Irish
are tossing confetti of the red
brick variety in the direction of
the English.
Those old sparmates teed off
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when the English AAA ?bled the ing of
turkey-raisers, he will dis-! J.. -Lewis
Judy
of
Cynthiana. I ters vow in a tricky mood.
boys from Erin must compete un- cuss
the outlook for producing the Charles
One !ditch. continued on to strick a
W. Berryman and H. G.
der the Union Jack. The Irish race big birds.
report concerning an accident said treet and
,air
Parris
h,
ended up "against the
Jr..
Winchester. W. W.
convention went so far as to prethe ear "ran off the road into a , southeast end
Chicken .Me_rs will near -Jam Durharnf___Lettantin. _presid
of the prick."
Cungref.s- it protesting WI____.•__
arit
W. Tuttle. a Pulaski counts,
lion slimed by 1,000,000 people. poul- the Kentucky Turkey Association,
tryman. tell how he mahages his I and J. E. Humphrey
of the Ex
The games, are designed, of flock,
and Dr. A. J‘. Brown of the periment Station.
course, to promote international
Experiment Station will speak
on
fellowship.
the poultry and egg outlook.
'MEET STRIeKrN
Then there's the pr.; football setIn
addition
to
Dr. Martin. t INDIANAP
OLIS 4 UP'-The teleup. The national league stubborn- the turkey-raise
rs will hear: Mrs. type
machine at police headquarly refuses to recognize the existence of the All America conference. The AAC made many gestures id. friendship but Was rebuffed continually. Now, after
good
season, it has turned its back
on
the NFL and full scale warfar
e
looms ahead.
",•6
Meanwhile, both are forced to
pay much higher salaries in com•
petition fin- grid stars. Which may
make the toed worthwhile at that.
On the baseball front there are
. . . and the happiest
any number of little brawls
still
unsettled. One of, them is that
be,tween the New York Yankees and
New Year is our wish
the Brooklyn Dodgers. "Machine'SO
gun Larry" MacPhali has depart
al
but the breach hat healed.
Even in gold, where the sunto all our many
To all our friends we wish the mershine should kill off the gents
of
homiCide, the professional group
is
riest of Merry Christmases and the
festering. President Ed Dudley...was
friends.
re-elected, after a poison-pen
postcard attack. But the trouble
happi
est
of
Happ
y New Years.
still
is far from being ironed out.
There
is much talk of burying the
hatchet—bapt ,etresiwone seems to
think
it sheuld Ir"buried in
Tsselfth.'rid Hazel Hishisay
somebody
else's back. '•
,,,, 0108
Boxing, too, is in a mess wit
-s
continual bafrapo from the
sharpshooters who can't stand
to see •
sonwbody else make a buck.
Here
mot. than anywhere else, the
angle
guye are against the theory
of live
and let live
Apparently it is time to clean
house among personal emoti
ons
and really mean it when
saying:
among
"Merry Christmas and Happy
New Year!"
.
The only two guys I want
to'
have trouble are Joe Louis
and
Jersey Joe Walcott. And the
only
time I want them to have it is
sorm
warm Night next summer when
they meet in the middle of the
ring.

.•'VI
.•
ap,fr: •

Triangle Inn

WATE4S GROCERY

We wish you all the joys of die Christmas seas
on

Program Announced
for Poultry-Raisers

•

_ _

Dr, ..I. Holmes Martin of Purdue
University in Indiana.. former
ly
',lead of the poultry section at
the
University of Kentucky Experi
ment Station, will be one ot the
principle speakers at the meetim
cit posilary-raisers miring the annlial Farm and Home Convention
at the Experiment Stall& thi'
last week in January.
(in Jan '28 at -a ineettng of
chicken-raise. s. P. Martin, will
discuss reducing ir,. cost of production, and on Jan. 29. at a meet'

and a very happy New Year too!
.

FRAZEE, MELUGIN & HOLTON
: it

Make A-Difference Who Writ,— 1 our Insuran.

*
1041• Ws!, f 1-

"A-Happy Holiday.
Season and a
Successful New Year"
Ye.

•
gs••••••••••

...

13C

men arid

WOMCII of

the N CA- St£ join with inc in
It's Christmas Eve. Everything hes in wait fof
the Big Day ... the
,
• •

wishing /or you a joyous Christmas, and good health,1111)1
iness
and success during 1945,
?his is the 103rd time NC&StL has been privileged to exten
d Christm.41 greetings
to its thousands of patrons an4,LLiends. 'We are proud
of the part we have been able to play in helping build t4ein
any
cities, towns and communities along our line. Yet we are
lattle in the
knowledge that our continued succesrdepends on your wilfr
dence
and esteem. This thought keeps ps ever alert to our respon
sibilities to pronde

stockings ready for the filling... a tree adorned With multi
color

ed

balls prepared for the laughter and joyous voice

s of all who search

'neath it On the morrow for splendid gifts

awaiting visitors to shareNuletide with. the family.
... On this
night before Christmas, we wish one and all, a very
Merry Christ. Inas and a Happy New Year!

efficient, dependable and safe rail service.
W. S.

„warm, roomy chairs

Hackworth

I' l'ESIDINT

Peoples Savings Bank

THE NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA & ST LOUIS RAILWAY
•
•

•

•
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, Candidates For
Criminal Oscars
Are Reviewed

re! t

nal crimes which called for a •payoff creel at contained rattle,nakes.
Irony: A burglar broke into the
:I. tit •f a red. Mar. Calif . re a- i hY the TriEttler insurance romp.'.i, : c , . ii -,ile honorable
netill••;i • me' du trig 114' p"'
111..Whinney, Cedar
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: 12
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I v....ii. and blankets. he tore up the
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i an Allan-.ireuv:4 OA, house` like c.,nfetti.
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TALLY-HO...
KOKOMO, Ind. l DPI—Robert
Martin isn't the polished fox huntCr with the red coat. but he gut
his fox. When his car struck one
on a country road, he got out and
tapped it over the head with a
jack •
YOU NAME IT. HE SINGS IT
night club entertainer, defies his
audience to name a song he can't
sing. He has memorized some BOO
• old songs.
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May this Christmas
bring you gladness and a full
measure of contentment.
And may
the New Year
open up

I1,e rb
latc•t• with a
‘lo
•14'•

FOR CHRISTMAS AND THE NEVI!' YEAR
I
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new vistas of happiness!!
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- And a Leiy Happy ,New Year.
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